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Abstract
Individual investors are typically undiversif ied, holding on
average less than four securities in their personal portfolios.
Because the small firm literature has focused upon CAPM (systematic
risk, full diversification concept) premia, the actual performance
of small firm portfolios which are actually held by investors may
be seriously overstated because of the presence of unsystematic risk.
Therefore, a question that is of interest is at what point in the
diversification process does the "small firm effect" take hold? The
empirical results in this paper illustrate the magnitudes of total risk
for small and large firms as well as the behavior of such measures as
portfolio size is altered. That small firms contain more risk is shown
by the observation that a market portfolio of small firms has greater
variability than a single, typical large firm. While these results
indicate the superiority of small firms, investors should be aware of
the return performance implication of small portfolios. Because small
firms contain such extreme amounts of unsystematic risk, diversifica-
tion is essential if investors are going to capture the small firm pre-
mia reported in the literature.
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How Many Small Firms Are Enough?
I . Introduction
The findings in the research of Banz (1981) and Reinganum (1981a)
have spawned considerable interest into why and if small firms earn
superior systematic risk-adjusted returns relative to large firms.
Although some are still skeptical because of the special problems
involved with measuring the systematic risk (see Dirason, 1979; Fowler
and Rorke, 1983; Roll, 1981; and Scholes and Williams, 1977) as well as
the returns (Roll, 1983; Blume and Stambaugh, 1983) of small firms, by
and large the conclusion seems to be that small firms do warrant
investor attention.
In research of a different nature, Blume and Friend (1975) found
in their investigation of investor holdings that individual investors
are typically undiversif ied, holding on average less than four securi-
ties in their personal portfolios. Theoretical work by Levy (1978)
and Mayshar (1979, 1981) has examined equilibrium conditions under the
assumption that investors are not diversified. Of particular interest
in this research is the finding that total risk (variance) is more
important than systematic risk (beta) in the pricing of assets, par-
ticularly for small firms (emphasis added).
Because the small firm literature has focused upon CAPM (systematic
risk, full diversification concept) premia, the actual performance of
small firm portfolios which are actually held by investors may be
seriously overstated because of the presence of unsystematic risk.
Therefore, a question that is of interest is at what point in the
diversification process does the "small firm effect" take hold?
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The purpose of this research is to examine the behavior of the small
firm premia— the excess risk-adjusted performance of small firms rela-
tive to large firms—in response to changes in portfolio size. Using
security data, this issue is examined for three non-overlapping five
year periods. The results indicate the presence of a small firm
premia even at small portfolio sizes. But, because small firms con-
tain extreme amounts of unsystematic risk relative to large firms, the
magnitude of the small firm premia for small portfolios is con-
siderably smaller than the systematic premia reported in the litera-
ture. Thus, for investors with few security holdings, a large portion
of the systematic small firm premia remains to be captured.
The following section develops the diversification properties of
portfolio risk and the small firm premia, while Section III describes
the data base and methodology. Section IV presents the empirical
results and Section V contains conclusions regarding diversification in
small firm portfolios.
II. Diversification, Risk and the Small Firm Premia
A. The Measurement of Portfolio Risk
Traditionally, security risk has been measured on an ex post basis
by the variability in the time series of returns. In a portfolio con-
2
text, this variance In return, o* , on a portfolio of n securities is:
9
n n
a~ = Z E x.x.a.
.
(1)
» i-i j-i 1 i *J
where x. and x. represent portfolio proportions invested in securities
i J
i and i and a. . indicates the covariance between the time series returns
ij
on i and j
.
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Under a policy of naive or random diversification (an equal invest-
ment in each portfolio security), x. = 1/n. The impact of diversifica-
2
tion on a can be evaluated analytically by decomposing equation (1)
into its components and expressing expected portfolio risk as (see
Elton and Gruber, 1977, equation (B3)):
E(a2 ) = [(l/n)"o~2 (l-(n-l)/(N-l))] + [(n-l)Na*/n(N-l)] (2)
n N
where: n = number of securities in the portfolio
N = number of securities in the population
—2
a = average variance for a one security portfolio
2
a = market (systematic) risk for an equally weighted portfolio
of all N securities in the population.
Equations (1) and (2) indicate that the extent to which diversifi-
2
cation will reduce portfolio risk to its systematic level a (when n=N,
2 2
E(a ) = o\T ) is a function of the correlation relationships present in
n N
security return distributions. More importantly, equation (2) provides
an analytical (exact) expression of portfolio variance for any port-
folio size for any security population. Once the average individual
—2 2
security variance, a
,
and the market variance, a , have been deter-
mined, equation (2) can be used to calculate the expected (average)
portfolio risk for any portfolio size. Furthermore, expressing port-
folio risk in this manner avoids the interpretational problems asso-
ciated with using risk measures computed from the betas derived from
alternative market indexes (Roll, 1977, 1981, 1983).
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S. Measuring the Small Firm Premia
Prior analyses of small firms by Reinganum (1981b, 1982, 1983a),
Roll (1981, 1983) and others have evaluated the importance of the per-
formance of small firms through a comparison of the excess (in excess
of the risk-free rate, r ) systematic risk (beta) adjusted return on
the small (typically the bottom decile in a market valuation ranking)
firm portfolio relative to that of the large (top decile) firm port-
folio. Since the comparison is always made between large, well-
diversified portfolios, the portfolio variance equivalent of this
premia is:
SF
N "
[E(r)
N ,S "
r
f
1/a
N,S "
[E(r)
N,L *
r
f
1/0
N,L (3)
where: SF = systematic small firm premia for a market portfolio of N
securities
E(r). T „, E(r). T _ = expected returns for market portfolios ofN , b N , L
small (S) and large (L) firms
a
vr a* avr
= tne standard deviations of the two respective
ki
,
S N
,
L
portfolios.
However, measuring the premia through a comparison of the perform-
ances of two well-diversified portfolios assumes that investors have
diversified the unsystematic risks present within the two respective
portfolios. Of interest to individual, undiversified investors is the
magnitude of the following premia:
SF - [E(r) - rj/a - [E(r) - rj/a (4)
n n,S f n,S n,L f n,L
where SF = the small firm premia at portfolio size n
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Because equation (4) measures the relative performance at diver-
sification levels smaller than N, it explicitly considers the presence
of unsystematic risk in the portfolios. The directional change in
SF with increasing n will depend upon the relative magnitudes of
unsystematic risk in small and large firm portfolios. If small firms
contain more unsystematic risk, then SF will increase with increasing
n. Furthermore, the magnitude and sign of SF at any particular port-
folio size n will depend not only upon the relative levels of risk
(systematic plus unsystematic) for small and large firms, but also
upon the relationships between excess returns and total risks for
individual portfolios within the two size structures, a matter which
can only be resolved empirically. If the additional (unsystematic)
risk of undiversified portfolios of small firms exceeds that of com-
parably sized portfolios of large firms, SF can be negative even
though SF is positive. Having discussed these considerations, the
effects of portfolio size upon the portfolio risks of small and large
firms as well as the small firm premia are now empirically examined.
III. The Data and Methodology
Three non-overlapping five year periods are chosen to illustrate
the effects of diversification upon small and large firm unsystematic
risks and the small firm premia. The periods include: January, 1967-
December, 1971; January, 1972-Deceraber , 1976; and January, 1977-
December, 1981. These three five year periods were chosen to examine
the stationarity of the relationships over time and to produce periods
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of sufficient duration so as to provide meaningful estimates of indi-
vidual security as well as portfolio total risks. Each of the periods
contains a complete market cycle marked by at least one downturn in
the stock market.
At the beginning of each five year period, firms were rank ordered
according to market values (number of shares outstanding x market price
per share) and the bottom (smallest) and top (largest) deciles were
extracted for analysis. The investment characteristics of these six
samples are shown in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, the small (large)
firm samples are almost exclusively AMEX (NYSE) firms. While large
firms, on average, grew in all periods, the typical small firm actually
declined in value during the 1972-1976 period, indicating the volatili-
ty of such issues.
For each of the three periods, individual security and portfolio
return and risk measures are computed in the following manner. First,
the daily returns on each stock i (i=l,...N) for each month t (t=l,...,
60) are compounded to produce a monthly return:
r
i, t = [
;
(ri,T +1)) ^
where: r. = monthly return on security i in month ti,t
t = return in day T
Second, from this series the security monthly average returns and
variances are then calculated:
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_
60
E(r.) = r. = 1/60 Z r.
t-1 i '
t
2
60
- 2
a = 1/59 £ (r - r )
z
t=l '
Third, the cross-sectional average security variance is computed from
the individual security risks:
,
N
2
or = 1/N E a.
1=1 X
Finally, monthly returns and variances are computed for the six
equally weighted market portfolios:
N
r
>T = 1/N E r,N,t i,t
60
r = 1/60 E r
H
t=1
N,t
2
6
°
- 2
c/ = 1/59 E (r„ - r )
z
N - N,t N
With regard to this methodology, several comments are in order.
First, returns are reviewed monthly. For portfolios, this implies that
portfolio weights are rebalanced at the end of the month (as opposed
to daily) and the portfolios are held for five years. This method-
ology can be classified as the "buy and hold" approach of computing
returns - where individual security daily returns are first compounded
into monthly returns and then portfolio monthly returns are equally
weighted security monthly returns. According to Roll (1983), the "buy
and hold" method best mimics actual investment performance and pro-
duces less bias in computing returns than alternative methods which
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first average security daily returns, then compound the daily port-
folio returns to produce a portfolio monthly return.
Second, a five year examination period enables the use of monthly
returns which alleviates much of the bias present in risk measures com-
puted from daily data (non-synchronous trading problem). Because
returns calculated via the buy and hold method are primarily affected
by individual asset return dependencies (Roll, 1983), it is instructive
to examine the serial correlation present in the securities' returns.
As shown in Table 2, there is some degree of auto-correlation among
security monthly returns. However, given the sizes of the security
samples, it does not appear to be a major problem.
IV. The Results
The objectives of the empirical analysis are to illustrate the
relative amounts of risk present in small and large firms and to exam-
ine the effects of diversification on the investment performances of
small and large firms. First, summary return and risk statistics are
presented. These data allow a comparison of the levels of systematic
and unsystematic risk among the samples. Next, the risk adjusted per-
formances of small and large firms are shown to examine the effects of
diversification upon these measures.
A. Return Distribution Statistics for Alternative Small and Large Firm
Samples
Table 3 presents return distribution statistics for the six secu-
rity groups examined. Line 1 reveals that while the average monthly
return, r
,
across large firms is fairly constant across the periods,
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average returns for small firms fluctuated considerably across the
periods, ranging from 1.132% in 1972-1976 to 2.89% in 1977-1981.
Interestingly, the average risk statistics (line 2) indicate fair-
ly stable levels for both small and large firms. The first (1967-1971)
and third (1977-1981) period values are especially close and while the
second period values are higher, this can be attributed primarily to
the severe market downturn in 1974. The 1974 recession is also re-
flected by the low average return for small firms during this period.
The differences in market variances, a , between the periods reflects
the fact that intra- sample correlations are declining over the fifteen
—
2
year period (see the last line of Table 4). That is, even though the a
figures for both small and large firms are essentially the same in the
first and third period, the latter period's market risks are smaller
due to less inter-relationships among the component securities.
The excess return/risk measures for the securities as well as their.
market portfolios are given in lines 4 and 5 and demonstrate a wide
variety of values. The second period results reflect the impact of
higher risk levels upon steady (large firms) and falling (small firms)
return levels. The negative performance of large firms in the last
period indicates the dramatic increase in Treasury bill yields (line 6)
relative to large firm returns (line 1). But , of particular interest
is the finding that small firms outperformed large firms throughout
the entire fifteen year period. Since investors can diversify their
holdings to modify portfolio return distribution characteristics, it
is instructive to examine the empirical behavior of portfolio risks
for small and large firms in response to changes in portfolio size.
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B. Diversification and Small and Large Firm Portfolio Risk
Expected (average) values of portfolio risk at any portfolio size
can be determined using equation (2) and the sample data in Table 3.
These measures are presented in Table 4. Table 4 shows that diver-
sification dramatically reduces the level of risk, particularly for
small firms. The last line of each column of Table 4 reveals that not
only are small firms less correlated than large firms, but this rela-
tive relationship has widened over the past fifteen years. In
1967-1971, both types of firms had about 65 percent of their total
risk which was diversif iable; in 1977-1981, small and large firms had
about 76 and 71 percent, respectively. The last line also indicates a
decline in the relative amounts (relative to total risk) of systematic
risks for both small and large firms indicating the increasing bene-
fits from diversification.
However, due to the differences in magnitudes of the numbers, the
results presented in Tables 4 illustrate that the traditional method of
analyzing diversification benefits in terms of percentages can be mis-
leading when applied to the small-large firm distinction. First, small
and large firms differ significantly in the magnitudes of their total
and systematic risk. The relative magnitudes of total or systematic
risk in small firms are on the order of four to five times the res-
pective levels found in large firms. Second, for the periods examined
in this research, a small firm portfolio of any size has more risk
than the typical single large firm. That is, the a" of small firms
_9
exceeds a" for large firms in all three periods. This is a lot of
risk, when you consider, for example, that during 1977-1981 the small
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2firm market portfolio has 160 firms whose joint variability (a ) of
—2
62.962 exceeds the typical total risk (a ) for a large single firm of
55.215.
C. Diversification and the Small Firm Premia
Because the excess return/risk, (r - r £ )/a , represents the ratio
n in
of two random variables, there is no exact analytical expression for
its value at a particular portfolio size (Mood, Graybill and Boes,
1974). Consequently, simulation is necessary to investigate the impact
upon the performances of small and large firms. For this purpose, one
thousand portfolios are selected randomly with replacement, at n =
2,..., 5, 10, 20, ..., 50. For each portfolio of size n, the above
time series performance measure is computed and then averaged to pro-
vide the average value of (r - r_)/a at each portfolio level for
n r n
each sample. Size one and market values of the ratio are computed
directly from the data. These values are presented in Table 5.
As expected, the average (r - r
f
)/a increases with diversifica-
tion for all groups since portfolio expected return is constant, but
portfolio risk declines as n increases. As the table indicates, small
firms outperform large firms across the periods.
Of particular interest is the relationship between SF
,
the small
firm premia at portfolio size n, and SF , the systematic risk small
firm premia as n changes. As seen in Table 5, only about 50 percent of
the systematic premia is realized by holding one small firm. Because
small firms contain so much unsystematic risk relative to large firms,
this percentage will rise and even at portfolio size 10 only about 90
percent is realized. Furthermore, because most of the change in the
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premia is due to changes in the performance of small firms, investors
in small firms are advised that only with further diversification can
the large amounts of small firm unsystematic risk be reduced to produce
a level of risk commensurate with the risk of a large portfolio of small
firms.
V. Summary and Conclusions
The empirical results illustrate the magnitudes of risk for small
and large firms as well as the behavior of such measures as portfolio
size is altered. That small firms contain more risk is shown by the
observation that a market portfolio of small firms has greater vari-
ability than a single, typical large firm. While the results indicate
the superiority of small firms, investors should be aware of the return
performance implication of small portfolios. Because small firms con-
tain such extreme amounts of unsystematic risk, diversification is
essential if investors are going to capture the "small firm effect"
phenomena which is reported in the literature.
-13-
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